Members of the Georgetown Festival of the Arts created a display called Folklife Arts of Latin America to showcase textiles, pottery and more in the Georgetown Public Library last year. The library is seeking individuals or organizations who would like to create month-long exhibits in its display cases this year.

If you’d like to talk about creating a display just call assistant librarian Gloria Pizarro at 512.890.3531. Gloria is the staff member who schedules the display cases and has several months open in 2019; she would love to hear from you.

You can see what others have created at library.georgetown.org for more educational or artistic. Creating a display can be as simple as arranging your collection of items on the shelves, or it can include doing research before hand, writing, printing and mounting interpretive labels and formatting educational information.

Think about what you own that is beautiful or informative or funny or humble. Consider the subjects you know something about that you might like to share with others.